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More than 6 thousand meters of pipes with a diameter from 16 to 32 are installed to heat the building, and 3,5 thousand 

meters of pipes with a diameter from 32 to 75 mm for cooling needs.

Business center

The Business center in Kyiv

Projectgegevens:

Location
Kyiv, Ukraine

Afronding
2018

Type gebouw
Kantoorgebouw

Product systems
Lokanu cauruļvadu sistēmas, 
Ventilācija

Soort project
Nieuwbouw

Partners

Design and installation processes of 

heat and cold supply systems was 

performed by Apfel Group LLC

The new business center, which is located at M. Vovcha 18a in Kyiv, is a modern building located in the industrial and 

business district of the city. Due to its convenient location, this building is a great spot to rent the office as it is situated near 



by the uptown of the city - so employees will not spend a lot of time on the road to the office and back. In addition, the 

building itself has a great location because the main transport arteries of the city, such as the subway, city train and tram are 

very close to the building, but on the other side - the location is also convenient for drivers, because there is enough parking 

space and it is easy to get with no traffic jams on the way.  

This business center was built to increase the total area of office and warehouse space which belongs to the one of the 

biggest office-warehouse logistics provider, in order to fullfil their own needs, as well as to lease part of the space. The 

building is equiped with modern engineering systems - radiator heating, underfloor convectors and fancoils which are formed 

with Uponor products.
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